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MILITARY EXPENDITURE  AND  ITS CLASSIFICATION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

"Military expenditures" (or defence expenditures) is a term that has been loaded with 

broad usage. Military expenditures are basically a measure of the money spent on salaries of 

military personnel and other staff working for the regular armed forces of the given country, 

expenses connected with the purchase of specific types of goods by the armed forces, and 

services bought from the civilian sector during specified period (usually one year). 

Aim of this topic is explanation of importance and point out on typology of military 

(defense) expenditure. 

As partial aims of this topic, we can see: 

– description of historical development of military expenditure importance, 

–  description and explanation of military expenditure classification and expression of 

potential problems with its comparison, 

– presentation of potential resources and forms of military expenditure financing and 

– comparison of selected countries military expenditure size.  

 

 

 

KEY TERMS 

 

Military expenditure, defense expenditure, armament expenditure, hidden 
military expenditure, military taxes, war fund, off-budget expenditure  
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1 BASIC CONCEPTS 

1.1 Defence expenditure 

Defence expenditure is defined as total Ministry of Defence (MoD) expenditure and defence 

related expenditure from other sources (other Ministries' special budgetary lines). 

Figure 1 Defence Spending as a % of GDP: 1980 - 2013 

 

Source: https://www.gov.uk/.../20140811-international-defence-expenditure 
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Figure 2 Military expenditure in OECD countries 2013 

Source: https://www.gov.uk/.../20140811-international-defence-expenditure 
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1.2 Military expenditure 

Military expenditure is a measure of the total amount of money spent for military purposes. 

Expressed in another way, it is a measure of the total annual cost of maintaining a defence 

establishment. 

1.3 Armament expenditure 

Armament expenditure are spending on military weapons. Purchases of weapons systems 

(broadly, planes, ships and tanks etc.) become fixed capital formation. These fixed capital 

items will then be consumed over a number of years (Capital Consumption). Purchases of 

single use items (ammunition and bombs etc.) become military inventories. Military 

inventories are still considered intermediate consumption when they are used. 

Military Inventories may also be stored until used (recorded as a positive change in 

inventories) or withdrawn from stock and used up (recorded as a negative change in 

inventories as well as intermediate consumption). The value of the change in inventories 

(acquisitions less disposals) is capital formation. 

1.4 Hidden military expenditure 

In almost all countries some or many of the military expenditure items included in the SIPRI 

definition are not included in the official defence budget. They are off-budget expenditure. 

Thus, the term 'off-budget expenditure' covers all military expenditure outside the official 

defence budget, whether within the overall government budget and expenditure, or entirely 

outside the state budget. There are two main types of off-budget expenditure. 

The first type of off-budget expenditure refers to military-related items in the budgets of 

non-defence ministries, for example expenditures for paramilitary forces in the budget of 

the interior ministry or expenditures for military construction in the budget of development 

budget. These can be difficult to identify, sometimes because they are lumped together with 

non-military expenditure and impossible to separate from these. 

But often also because there has been a deliberate attempt to conceal these items, to hide 

them in non-defence budget accounts. The other type of off-budget expenditure is those 

which are financed entirely outside the government budget, that is, extra-budgetary 

expenditure. In many countries, the government is rather innovative in raising funds outside 

the public government for military purposes. This is the case in particular for the funding of 

arms imports. The most well-known example is the case of Chile, where a certain percentage 

of the revenues of the state-owned copper company is used for arms imports, but never 

passes through the regular government accounts. Thus, what this really is about is extra 

budgetary income, or revenues, for the financing of military activities. 
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Another example of extra-budgetary revenues is the various types of business activities by 

armed forces. In many countries the military runs factories, shops and other commercial 

activities from which they gain an income, which are used either to increase the personal 

income of the soldiers, or in a more organized form, for arms purchases and other collective 

expenditures. 

Many types of off-budget expenditure can be traced by thorough search of government 

budgets and public expenditure accounts, but many can also be very difficult to trace. 

Estimates have to be made based on the information that is available. The estimates of 

military expenditure for China can be used as an illustration of off-budget military 

expenditure components. In 1998 SIPRI commissioned a study for estimating the military 

expenditure of China. 

1.5 Value of military expenditure 

Economists, like cynics, are accused of knowing the price of everything and the value of 

nothing. This is not quite true, Economists tend to treat price and value as being the same; 

something is worth what people are willing to pay for it.  

On that basis, we would say that the value of defence is the £25 billion or so, two and a half 

percent of GDP, that the some state is willing to pay for the security the defence budget 

provides. Many people find that sort of answer unsatisfactory for the reason identified by 

Adam Smith: water is essential to life but very cheap; diamonds are not essential but very 

expensive.  

What determines the price is the marginal utility. Because water is widely available the 

marginal utility, the value of the last unit of water you consume is very low; whereas 

diamonds are rare, so the marginal utility of that extra one is high. Security, like water, may 

be essential to life, but if you have enough of it already you are willing to pay relatively little 

for any extra. Of course there are many parts of the world that lack security and the costs of 

not having it are vast, but the people there are generally too poor to buy the defence they 

need.  

If we wanted to look at the total value of defence, the relevant concept would be the total 

utility of the defence budget, the sum of the value of all the units less their cost. Such total 

utility is often estimated through cost-benefit analysis, to determine whether a proposed 

investment, such as a new road or railway, should proceed. Such calculations involve 

combining monetary costs and benefits with imputed monetary values for nonmonetary 

consequences such pollution generated, time-saved in travelling, lives saved through safer 

roads etc.  

It is a complicated and controversial process and requires a counterfactual analysis of 

hypothetical situations: what would happen if the project proceeds against what would 
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happen if it did not. We can be sure that we could spend a lot of time arguing about what 

might happen if some state, like Costa Rica, chose to spend nothing on defence. What is 

central to the problem is measuring the outputs of the defence budgets.  

We can measure the inputs, soldiers, weapons, etc., and to a certain extent the capabilities 

that they provide; but what is the output those capabilities produce? The usual answer is 

security, but how do we measure security? A particular problem is that when defence 

spending is most effective, it appears wasted: nothing happens because the threat to 

security was deterred by the spending.  

Imputing monetary values to inputs and outputs, costs and benefits, which do not have any 

market price, is difficult. In particular many projects save or cost lives and choosing the right 

value for the human lives that appear in many such calculations is particularly controversial. 

The treatment of the value of a human life in a cost benefit calculation for defence would be 

fraught with philosophical and moral difficulties.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 Used from: Valuing Defence: VFM, RMA & RAB. Ron Smith, Birkbeck College, University of London. 
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2  MILITARY  EXPENDITURE  AND  ITS  HISTORICAL  

PERSPECTIVE 

When did the expenditure connected with securing defense and waging war (military 

expenditure) became the economic problem and begin to attract the economic theory 

interest? 

In pre-industrial societies, the costs of war were small. There was no need for special 

training as the routine of civilian life prepared young men for war. Wars, usually short and 

fought between agricultural high seasons, did not cause any substantial economic lost.  

Eighth and ninth century fighting forces were based on knights on horseback. They needed 

heavy and costly defensive armour, and to gain mobility had to invest in training special 

horses.  

Invention of gun powder and its massive use for military purpose 

End of the eighteenth century – two revolutions (French Revolution and Industrial 

Revolution) introduced: 

 „Army of the masses“ and 

 „Mass production of armaments“ 

 „Total war“ 
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Figure 3 Military expenditure in historical perspective 
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3 DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF MILITARY 

EXPENDITURE 

If we relate military expenditures to other aggregated economic measures, we can use them 
as a measure of the consumption of the military sector. It is also possible to view the 
military inputs costs as lost opportunity costs with respect to expenditures in other 
(civilian) sectors. Because agencies providing data on military expenditures work with 
different definitions, assessment methods and sources of information, analysts working with 
different data sources may arrive at different result. 

 

3.1 Military expenditure (Elisabeth Skoens)  

Military expenditure is one from the most critical watched part of public expenditures. The 

size of this expenditure influences readiness of armed forces, real ability to defend the 

country and to some extent the state of national economy.  

Box number 1 Definition of Military Expenditure by Elisabeth Skoens 

 
Since there is no easily available indicator of military power, it is measured by military 
expenditures. 

 
The use of military expenditures as a measure of military power is especially frequent in 
international comparisons. Military expenditures are used to measure the "contribution" of 
individual countries to the common goal. 
 
The levels and structure of military expenditures are often treated as a state secret, and that 
holds also for countries with open political and parliamentary systems. Large portions of the 
military budget are not accessible to public control. The access to the military budget data is 
very limited in countries with autocratic regimes and in countries located in areas of conflict. 
 
There is no authoritative source providing complete international statistic data on military 
expenditures; instead, there are number of separate institutionalized agencies that publish 
various military data series. 
 

Military expenditure is a measure of the total amount of money spent for military 
purposes. Expressed in another way, it is a measure of the total annual cost of 
maintaining a defence establishment.  
 
At least this is what it should be, under ideal circumstances. In reality, the official data provided by 
governments, cover only part of those costs. This is true for almost all countries in the world, although to a 
smaller or greater extent. Therefore, official data on defence budgets and expenditures are rather poor 
indicator of what the actual costs of military activities are. Still, it is the only measure available.  
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Individual governments can basically define the concept of "military expenditures" the way it 
suits their purposes. The choice of definition is then reflected in the size of the military 
budget of the country in question. 
 
We need to aggregate military expenditures by separate military functions, such as 
deterrence, defence or warfare. Unfortunately, governments structure their budgets by 
other criteria. The structure of government budget thus need not coincide with functionally 
defined boundaries. For example non-military armed forces may be included in the budget 
of the Ministry of the Interior, military assistance in the budget of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, and acquisition in the budgets of the Ministries of Engineering or Industry. Non-
transparency of military expenditures is characteristic especially of less developed 
countries.2 
 
Budgets basically reflect direct expenditures. Sometimes they also include indirect 
expenditures such as compensations for damages caused during exercises - if they are paid 
by MoD. What is not reflected in the MoD budget is for example the use of the civilian 
infrastructure by the armed forces. On the other hand, civilian sector does not cover costs 
connected with the use of military equipment, personnel or infrastructure. For instance, 
military aircraft are used to provide support to VIPs. A specific case of indirect costs is 
connected with the practice of universal conscription. No country includes into the budget 
the lost opportunity costs connected with the use of cheap conscript manpower instead of 
military professionals. But, since the practice of conscription leads to the reduction of labour 
force, it burdens the economy with indirect costs. It is very difficult to assess the lost 
opportunity costs per one conscript, especially in countries with high rates of unemployment 
in the corresponding age categories. 
 
Generally speaking, functional approach ignores pensions, veteran benefits etc, and debts 
incurred in consequence of past wars. But the usual practice in many countries is that these 
pensions and benefits are provided by the military. As a result, we can find two different 
explanations of what military expenditures are:  
 

 Military expenditures represent only that part of defence expenditures which does 
not include the above mentioned payments; and  

 

 Defence expenditures including all the expenses that are not directly related to the 
armed forces. 

 

                                                           
2
 Handbook for Defense Economics. Elsevier 1995, p. 46. 
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Box number 2 Official data on military expenditure by Elizabeth Skoens 

 
 
Let us turn now and look in the opposite direction: functional accounting of the expenditures 
extending into the future should take into account the depreciation stream. It concerns 
especially procurements and debt service for them. But in accounting practice such things 
are very often ignored.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Official data on military expenditure are normally provided in two major types of government 
documents, first in the defence budget as proposed by the government and subsequently 
adopted by the legislature (parliament), and after the end of the year, when the money has been 
spent, in the public expenditure accounts of the government. 
 
The coverage of official data on military expenditures varies greatly between countries. Some 
countries include only allocations for the salaries and ordinary operations of their armed forces, 
while other countries include a broad spectrum of expenditure for military purposes, including 
also purchases of weapons systems, military construction, and military research and 
development. However, in almost all countries, some military related items are excluded from the 
official figures for military expenditure, whether provided in the government budget, as adopted 
by the legislature, or, after having been spent, in the government public expenditure accounts.  
 
Government budgets are organized in different ways. Some budgets are grouping expenditures by 
functional lines (e.g. education, health and defence), other by organizational lines (i.e. by 
ministry). In some countries, the official defence budget is the budget of the Ministry of Defence, 
in other it is a number of items from several ministry budgets lumped together in a functional 
category of 'National Defence' and in many countries both of these exist in parallel. Budgets which 
are organized by ministry exclude those military-related items that are financed by other 
ministries. Examples of military-related items that can be financed by other ministries include 
military construction, arms procurement, military pensions; received military aid and paramilitary 
forces, which all may come under other budget headings than defence. 
For these reasons, an examination of official defence expenditure most often does not provide 

the entire picture of the amount of public expenditure devoted to military purposes. Neither do 

they provide an optimal basis for comparisons between countries of their military efforts. In 

addition, the defence budget can also cover more than expenditures for strictly military purposes. 

In many countries it covers not only military defence but also civil defence. In other countries, like 

Sweden, the defence budget covers also allocations to what we call economic defence and 

psychological defence, where economic defence includes measures to protect oil reserves, food 

supplies and other important economic functions and psychological defence deals with the 

defence of people from hostile enemy propaganda. Therefore, it is useful to adopt the concept of 

'military expenditure' for the aggregate of expenditure for military purposes, regardless of under 

which ministry they are financed or under which heading in the government budget. 
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Table 1: Definitions of Military Expenditures 

Possible items of military expenditures 
Itemsb in definitions issued 
by 

  
NATO 

 
IMF 

 
UN 

Expenditures for military forces and their support    
1. Pay to soldiers, officers X X X 
2. Salaries to technicians, bureaucrats etc. within armed forces or 
connected to military organisation 

X X X 

3. Medical services, tax benefits, social benefits to above (including 
relatives) 

X X X 

4. Pensions X  - X 
5. Military schools, hospitals etc. X X  
6. Current procurement expenditures on weapons (incl. arms 
imports) 

X X X 

7. Infrastructure construction, housing etc. X X X 
8. Operation and maintenance X X X 
9. Procurement and other goods X X X 
10. Military research and development X X X 
Other expenditures with military/defence/strategic purpose    
11. Stockpiling of strategic goods Xc - - 
12. Mothballing of weapons, production lines, etc.  Xc X - 
13. Arms production subsidies/conversion subsidies X - - 
14. Military aid to other countries X X X 
15. Contribution to international organisations (military alliances, 
UN peacekeeping, etc.) 

   

16. Civil protection - X X 
Expenditures for past military forces/actions    
17. Veteran benefits, etc. - - - 
18. Service of war debts - - - 
Expenditures on other forces    
19. Paramilitary/Gendarmery  Xd Xd Xd 
20. Border/Custom Guards Xd Xd Xd 
21. Police Xd - - 
Chargeable to other accounts     
22. Humanitarian/disaster relief X - - 
23. UN Peacekeeping  X X - 
Incomes from    
24. Military schools, hospitals, companies  Y Y Y 
25. Civil use of military infrastructure Y Y Y 
26. VIP transport  Y Y Y 
27. Sale of patents, know-how Y Y Y 
28. Repayment of production  subsidies Y Y Y 
29. Military aid from other countries - - Xe 
Obligations for future spending    
30. Procurement on credit X X - 

Source: Handbook for Defence economics. Elsevier 1995, pp. 48 – 49. 
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Legend: 

b Symbols: X, should be included in military expenditures; - , should not be included in military 
expenditures; Y, should be budgeted as income. 
c If managed and financed by defence organisation. 
d When judged to be trained, equipped and available for military operations. 
e Double-counting has to be considered before aggregations. 

 
It is very difficult to obtain data on military expenditures in times of war or local armed 
conflict. Names of warring countries traditionally absent from the lists of data on military 
expenditures. Countries often change their accounting procedures and this causes immense 
difficulties in attempts at comparisons of time series. 

 
Standard definitions of military expenditures have been suggested by international 
organizations engaged in data collection (Tab. 1). There is a widespread use of three 
definitions that have been introduced by the following organizations: NATO, International 
Monetary Fund (IMF),3 and United Nations Organisation (UN).4 The NATO definition is 
a comprehensive measure of financial burden by military forces. The UN definition has been 
designed specifically for the purposes of international comparisons. A detailed reporting 
scheme has devised in which all the main components of military expenditures and force 
groups are specified. If we look at Tab. 1, the differences between the three definitions do 
not seem very big, but they can lead to very different data results. 
 

3.2 The SIPRI definition of military expenditure 

The SIPRI definition of military expenditure includes all current and capital expenditure on 

the following activities: 

 Armed forces included peace-keeping forces, 

 the civil administrations of the military sector: defence ministries and other 

government agencies engaged in defence activities 

 paramilitary forces—non-regular armed forces which are judged to be trained, 

equipped and available for military operations 

 military space activities. 

 

Such expenditures should include the following components: 

 personnel 

o all expenditures on current personnel, military and civil 

o retirement pensions of military 

o social services for personnel and their families 

                                                           
3
 International Monetary Fund International Financial Statistics. Supplement on Exchanges Rates, No. 9, 

Washington, DC, 1985. 
4
 World Development Report, New York 1997. 
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 operations and maintenance 

 arms procurement 

 military research and development (R&D) 

 military construction 

 military aid (in the military expenditures of the donor country) 

 

Military-related components that are excluded: 

 

 civil defense 

 current expenditure for past military activities 

o veterans benefits 

o demobilization 

o conversion of arms production facilities 

o destruction of weapons 

 

3.3 Other expression of military expenditure meaning 

Apart from above mentioned definitions of military expenditure, one is possible to express 

as: 

 Opportunity costs. 

 Measurement of input (ME are component of production function of defense). 

 Aggregate of all realized expenditure/payments. 

 Interconnection (relationship) to others aggregate economic variables. 

 Military expenditure is possible understand as factor indirectly influencing size of 

public expenditure. 
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4 PROBLEMS WITH MEASUREMENT OF MILITARY 

EXPENDITURE AMOUTH 

 

There are crucial areas of our interest, which cause hard problems with comparison 

and measurement of military expenditure: 

– Data insufficient quality and accessibility  

– More standard  definition  

– Inconsistence of data in the course of the time – deflators 

– Problematic international comparison – diferent exchange rate 

– Off-budget expenditure 

 

4.1 Military Expenditures Specifics 

 
Military expenditures are mostly spent in national currencies. As a consequence, 
international comparisons must cope with the problem of determining exchange rates 
between different national currencies. The most frequently used exchange rates for military 
expenditures of all countries are average annual market exchange rates. These rates 
basically reflect the relative value of international economic transactions. Different methods 
are used to cope with the problems presented by differing exchange rates. Where statistical 
yearbooks are available in complete series and all of them use the same method of 
conversion of military expenditures according to selected criteria, statistical error of random 
selection of conversion indicators is eliminated. Some statistical yearbooks give data on 
military expenditures both in national currencies and in one international currency, usually 
in USD. 

 
If one method of conversion is used consistently for all national currencies in the statistical 
set, the degree to which the error is significant (or non-significant) does not vary in the set. 
The use of alternative conversion rates between national currencies can result in different 
sets of data on international military expenditures.5 
One of the methods used to avoid the above mentioned problems of inter-temporal and 
international comparisons is based on the use of fractions indicating relations of military 
expenditures to other financial aggregates.6 

                                                           
5
 Handbook for Defense Economics. Elsevier 1995. 

6
 KRČ, M., et al.:  Military Expenditures During and After the Cold War. Praha 2000, p. 6. 
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The most frequently used relative measure of military effort is the fraction expressing 
military expenditures as a share of GNP or GDP. Since this measure indicates the relative 
significance of military sector in the consumption of national income, it is often referred to 
as "military burden measure". This measure makes it easier to compare small countries with 
big ones, as well as rich countries with poor ones. 

 
Another relative indicator is based on the revision of GDP data and on the assertion that the 
use of the "military burden measure" leads to a certain distortion when comparing poor and 
rich countries, because in poor countries a disproportionately larger part of GDP 
corresponds to subsistence production and therefore cannot - or at least should not - be 
used to finance military expenditures. 
 
There are also relative measures that put more emphasis on military power, defence 
capability, etc., but none of them has gained universal acceptance. Military expenditures 
per square km, per km of the length of borderline, per capita, etc. - all these measures can 
throw some light on specific aspects of international comparisons, but none of them can 
cope successfully with the basic problem of determining military expenditures as a measure 
of military power. Such scales are far being able to tell us anything objective about military 
power. 

 
For the sake of accuracy, it is necessary to give data in constant prices. Military 
expenditures as share of government spending can serve as a good indicator of the relative 
significance of the military sector in the given country. The most useful document out of all 
publications providing data on military expenditures is World Military Expenditures and 
Arms Transfers, published annually by US ACDA.7  

 
The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI)8 collects information on 
military expenditures from a number of publicly accessible sources. The preferred definition 
is a simplified version of NATO definition. The data are presented in national currencies and 
constant prices. The International Institute of Strategic Studies (IISS) (in London) provides 
data on military expenditures in its publication called The Military Balance. As a rule, the 
data contained in the publication are expected budgetary expenditures in the current fiscal 
year, supplied to IISS by governments of individual countries. 

 
Economic theory often approaches the analysis of defence expenditures as a standard 
optimisation problem. The government chooses such combination of military and civilian 
goods that, given the limits of available economic resources and efficiency of their use, 
maximises the welfare of the society. This approach includes elements both of demand and 
supply side, and can be related to the political model that highlights political, strategic and 
economic determinants of military expenditures. 

 
The demand for military expenditures is influenced by the preferences of the society, and 
the willingness of the society to pay for defence expenditures is influenced by its 
                                                           
7
 World Military Expenditures and Arms Transfers. 1978. 1994. 

8
 World Armaments and Disarmaments. SIPRI Yearbook 1998, Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
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perception of security threats and by political composition of the government. Irrespective 
of the whole process through which foreign policies and military programs are linked 
together, the limits on what is possible in attempts to implement key military strategies are 
ultimately set by the size of the present GDP and future economic growth.9 
 
Although there are big differences between individual countries in terms of the proportion 
of GDP devoted to defence, high-level defence efforts, generally speaking, can only be 
sustained in the long run on the condition that a long-term economic growth is sustained 
too.  Economic theory can be used to highlight various aspects of economic impacts of 
military expenditures in society: 

 

 Percentage of GNP (GDP) devoted to military purposes. 

 Military burden of per capita income: 
 

– Public expenditures (comparisons of military expenditures; with 
expenditures for education, health, infrastructure, etc). 

– Financial losses. 
– Growth of military expenditures in historical perspective.10 

 

4.2 Off-budget expenditure 

 
In almost all countries some or many of the military expenditure items included in the 
official military expenditure definitions are not included in the official defence budget. They 
are off-budget expenditure. Thus, the term 'off-budget expenditure' covers all military 
expenditure outside the official defence budget, whether within the overall government 
budget and expenditure, or entirely outside the state budget. There are two main types of 
off-budget expenditure. 
 
The first type of off-budget expenditure refers to military-related items in the budgets of 
non-defence ministries, for example expenditures for paramilitary forces in the budget of 
the interior ministry or expenditures for military construction in the budget of development 
budget. These can be difficult to identify, sometimes because they are lumped together with 
non-military expenditure and impossible to separate from these. But often also because 
there has been a deliberate attempt to conceal these items, to hide them in non-defence 
budget accounts. 
 
The other type of off-budget expenditure is those which are financed entirely outside the 
government budget, that is, extra-budgetary expenditure. In many countries, the 
government is rather innovative in raising funds outside the public government for military 
purposes. This is the case in particular for the funding of arms imports. The most well-known 

                                                           
9
 ŠELEŠOVSKÝ, J., ŠEVČÍK, V. Financování vojenských výdajù (Funding of Military Expenditures). Bratislava: 1979. 

10
 KRČ, M.: Klasifikace vojenských výdajù (Classification of Military Expenditures). In: KRČ, M., KAMIŇSKI, T., et 

al. Ekonomika obrany - obranné hospodáøství (Economics of Defence - Defence Economy). Brno: Vojenská 
akademie v Brně, 1996.  
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example is the case of Chile, where a certain percentage of the revenues of the state-owned 
copper company is used for arms imports, but never passes through the regular government 
accounts. Thus, what this really is about is extra-budgetary income, or revenues, for the 
financing of military activities. Another example of extra-budgetary revenues is the various 
types of business activities by armed forces. In many countries the military runs factories, 
shops and other commercial activities from which they gain an income, which are used 
either to increase the personal income of the soldiers, or in a more organized form, for arms 
purchases and other collective expenditures. 
 
Many types of off-budget expenditure can be traced by thorough search of government 
budgets and public expenditure accounts, but many can also be very difficult to trace. 
Estimates have to be made based on the information that is available. 
 
Imports of military equipment that are financed via foreign loans constitute a particularly 
difficult problem for the measurement of the economic burden of military activities. By 
taking a loan a debt is incurred, for which interest payment has to be made and amortization 
paid. During the 1950s and 1960s arms imports were financed primarily by grants. During 
the 1970s, credits became a more important form of financing. It is impossible to make an 
assessment of the size of the military-related debt. The available debt statistics do not 
provide any indication as to how much of the total debt is incurred for the purpose of arms 
imports. According to one estimate based on rough assumptions, the more than half of all 
arms imports in the Third World during the 1970s were financed by credits. According to this 
estimate, the economic burden of the accumulated debt from these credits constituted 
around 20 per cent of the total debt burden in the aggregate of developing countries in 
1979. Thus, this was an important item of military expenditure, at least in the 1970s and 
1980s. Thus, it would be very interesting to try to obtain some information about military 
credits, debts and amortization and interest payments on these debts. 
 
Actual expenditure can differ significantly from budgeted allocations. The extent to which 
this happens is related to the degree of budgetary control in the country concerned. 
Sometimes actual expenditure can exceed the budgeted amounts by a wide margin. But it 
also happens that the budget has been too optimistic in its revenue forecasts. Then actual 
expenditure can be much smaller than budgeted. This has for example been the case in 
Russia. Economic difficulties have led to severe shortages of revenues. For several years in 
the 1990s this resulted in actual military expenditures which were only 60-70 per cent of 
budgeted. Another complication is supplementary budgets, contingency/ emergency funds, 
and special appropriations. These are budgeted, not in the main annual budget but in 
separate allocations during the course of the budget year. For all these reasons, it is much 
better to use public expenditure accounts for actual expenditure than the annual budget. 
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Box number 4 Hiden Military Expenditure (Case study of USA Military Expenditure by Higgs 
Robert. Defense Spending Is Much Greater than You Think) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When President Obama presented his budget recently for fiscal year 2011, he proposed that the Pentagon’s 
outlays be increased by about 4.5 percent beyond its estimated outlays in fiscal 2010, to a total of almost 
$719 billion. Although many Americans regard this enormous sum as excessive, few appreciate that the 
total amount of all defense-related spending greatly exceeds the amount budgeted for the Department of 
Defense. 
 
In fiscal year 2009, which ended last September, the Pentagon spent $636.5 billion. Lodged elsewhere in 
the budget, however, other lines identify funding that serves defense purposes just as surely as—
sometimes even more surely than—the money allocated to the Department of Defense. On occasion, 
commentators take note of some of these additional defense-related budget items, such as the Department 
of Energy’s nuclear-weapons program, but many such items, including some extremely large ones, remain 
generally unrecognized. 
 
Since the creation of the Department of Homeland Security, many observers probably would agree that its 
budget ought to be included in any complete accounting of defense costs. After all, the homeland is what 
most of us want the government to defend in the first place. 
 
Other agencies also spend money in pursuit of homeland security. The Justice Department, for example, 
includes the Federal Bureau of Investigation, which devotes substantial resources to an anti-terrorist 
program. The Department of the Treasury claims to have “worked closely with the Departments of State 
and Justice and the intelligence community to disrupt targets related to al Qaeda, Hizballah, Jemaah 
Islamiyah, as well as to disrupt state sponsorship of terror.” 
 
Much, if not all, of the budget for the Department of State and for international assistance programs ought 
to be classified as defense-related, too. In this case, the money serves to buy off potential enemies and to 
reward friendly governments who assist U.S. efforts to abate perceived threats. 
 
About $5 billion of annual U.S. foreign aid currently takes the form of “foreign military financing,” and even 
funds placed under the rubric of economic development may serve defense-related purposes indirectly. 
Money is fungible, and the receipt of foreign assistance for economic development projects allows allied 
governments to divert other funds to police, intelligence, and military purposes. 
 
Two big budget items represent the current cost of defense goods and services obtained in the past. The 
Department of Veterans Affairs, which is authorized to spend about $124 billion in the current fiscal year, 
falls in this category. Likewise, a great deal of the government’s interest expense on publicly held debt 
represents the current cost of defense outlays financed in the past by borrowing from the public. 
 
To estimate the size of the entire de facto defense budget, I gathered data for fiscal 2009, the most recently 
completed fiscal year, for which data on actual outlays are now available. In that year, the Department of 
Defense itself spent $636.5 billion. Defense-related parts of the Department of Energy budget added $16.7 
billion. The Department of Homeland Security spent $51.7 billion. The Department of State and 
international assistance programs laid out $36.3 billion for activities arguably related to defense purposes 
either directly or indirectly. The Department of Veterans Affairs had outlays of $95.5 billion. The 
Department of the Treasury, which funds the lion’s share of military retirement costs through its support of 
the little-known Military Retirement Fund, added $54.9 billion. A large part of the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration’s outlays ought to be regarded as defense-related, if only indirectly so. When all of 
these other parts of the budget are added to the budget for the Pentagon itself, they increase the fiscal 
2009 total by nearly half again, to $901.5 billion. 
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Finding out how much of the government’s net interest payments on the publicly held national debt ought 
to be attributed to past debt-funded defense spending requires a considerable amount of calculation. I 
added up all past deficits (minus surpluses) since 1916 (when the debt was nearly zero), prorated according 
to each year’s ratio of narrowly defined national security spending—military, veterans, and international 
affairs—to total federal spending, expressing everything in dollars of constant purchasing power. This sum 
is equal to 67.6 percent of the value of the national debt held by the public at the end of 2009. Therefore, I  
attribute that same percentage of the government’s net interest outlays in that year to past debtfinanced 
defense spending. The total amount so attributed comes to $126.3 billion. 
 
Adding this interest component to the previous all-agency total, the grand total comes to $1,027.8 billion, 
which is 61.5 percent greater than the Pentagon’s outlays alone. 
 
In similar analyses I conducted previously for fiscal 2002 and for fiscal 2006, total defense-related spending 
was even greater relative to Pentagon spending alone – it was 73 percent greater in fiscal 2002 and 87 
percent greater in fiscal 2006. In fiscal 2009, the ratio was held down in large part by the reduced cost of 
servicing the government’s debt, owing to the extremely low interest rates that prevailed on government 
securities. This situation cannot last much longer. As interest rates on the Treasury’s securities rise, so will 
the government’s cost of servicing the debt attributable to past debt-financed defense outlays. 
 
For fiscal 2010, which is still in progress, the president’s budget estimates that the Pentagon’s spending will 
run more than $50 billion above the previous year’s total. Any supplemental appropriations made before 
September 30 will push the total for fiscal 2010 even farther above the trillion dollar mark. 
 
Although I have arrived at my conclusions honestly and carefully, I may have left out items that should have 
been included—the federal budget is a gargantuan, complex, and confusing collection of documents. If I 
have done so, however, the left-out items are not likely to be relatively large ones. (I have deliberately 
ignored some minor items, such as outlays for the Selective Service System, the National Defense Stockpile, 
and the antiterrorist activities conducted by the FBI and the Treasury. 
 
For now, however, the conclusion seems inescapable: the government is currently spending at a rate well 
in excess of $1 trillion per year for all defense-related purposes. Owing to the financial debacle and the 
ongoing recession, millions are out of work, millions are losing their homes, and private earnings remain 
well below their previous peak, but in the military-industrial complex, the gravy train speeds along the track 
faster and faster 
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There are several ways in which governments can understate their defence expenditure.  
 
The first is by creating funding sources outside the budgeting process. This sometimes 
involves the sale of primary commodities and sometimes involves revenue from productive 
enterprises.  
 
The second is by using non-defence budget lines as pass-through for defence expenditure.  
 
A third method involves highly aggregated budget categories.  
 
Finally, imports of military materiel may be disguised as non-military items, both in trade 
statistics and in budget documents. 
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5 FORMS AND SOURCE OF FINANCING MILITARY 

EXPENDITURE 

Financing of the defence requirements and army belongs to the oldest problems, which a 
ruler or a state had to resolve. Yet Adam Smith was speaking about ruler responsibility to 
secure the basic state functions, external and internal security of the state is the first 
concern. Smith´s understanding of defense as public good, further developed by 
Samuelson´s theory of the pure public goods, demarcates possible forms and resources of its 
financing.  
 
Further It is necessary to emphasize certain level of supplying defense specificity, that 
relates to protection of national interests, preservation of national identity and protection of 
national wealth in given country itself. The sustentation of nation existence led the states to 
looking for the most suitable financing forms and economic supplying sources these 
requirements, including securing of army needs in a given country. 

 

5.1 Forms of Military Expenditure Financing 

First of all we will deal with possible forms of financing. Definition of financing forms we will 
carry out with respect to fact If the financial means needed for securing of national defence 
and army have origin from redistribution process or not. On the basis this criterion we can 
delimit following forms of defence requirements and army financing: 
 

a) before budgetary financing 
b) regular budgetary financing 
c) extraordinary budgetary financing 
d) financing by money funds 
e) off-budgetary financing 

 
The before budgetary financing is connected with the oldest forms of obtaining funds for 
the defense needs. The war booty is the first concern among them. Similarly levy upon the 
property were used later. We can class a tax collection and a contribution as a regular 
budgetary financing. The extraordinary budgetary financing include extra taxes that are 
called as military taxes. The military taxes do not have always one-shot character.  
 
Financing by money funds presents a creating special-purpose fund, that is used for 
maintenance, modernization and development of army and fulfilling of defense 
requirements of given country.  
 
Within off-budgetary financing of defense requirements is used the credits, loans or 
obligations programs. In history or nowadays these forms of financing are very often used as 
correct ¨supplement of budgetary forms of financing.  
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Fugure 4 Forms of Financing Military Expenditure 

 

5.2 Source of Financing Military Expenditure 

The basic resource of defense and military requirements financing and economic securing is 
possible to divide to two groups (without considering of suitability in peaceful or war time): 

 

5.2.1 Financial Sources of Military Expenditure Financing 

 Tax, increasing taxes or introduction new taxes; 

 Reduction in other governmental expenditure; 

 Governmental borrowing from public; 

 Money Creating. 

The first two resources are unlikely to have an effect on economic growth (aggregate 
demand) in the short run: the expansion in aggregate demand caused by greater military 
outlays is offset by the contraction in aggregate demand caused by higher taxes or lower 
non-military government spending. The latter two financing resources increase aggregate 
demand. Thus, a by-product of wars has typically been a short-term economic boom and an 
increase in employment in excess of the economy’s sustainable rate of growth. The sectors 
of the economy that are recipients of the military spending, such as the transportation 
sector and military equipment producers, would receive the biggest boost. Just as a military 
build-up in wartime typically boosts aggregate demand, the reduction in defense 
expenditures after a war typically causes a brief economic contraction as the economy 
adjusts to the return to peacetime activities. 
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If the economy’s resources are fully employed when the government boosts aggregate 
demand, the increase in government spending must be offset by a reduction in spending 
elsewhere in the economy. In the case of borrowing from the public, prices and interest 
rates would be expected to rise, the latter causing investment and other interest-sensitive 
spending to be lower than it otherwise would be. Economists refer to this phenomenon as 
government purchases “crowding out” private investment and interest-sensitive spending. 
Because private investment is crucial to long-run growth, the long-run effect of these 
policies would be to reduce the private capital stock and future size of the economy. In the 
case of expenditures on a military campaign abroad, there may be less of an expansion in 
aggregate demand than from other forms of government spending since some of the 
expenditures would be used for foreign goods and services. This suggests that there would 
be less upward pressure on the exchange rate and less crowding out of given country 
exports and import-competing goods. 
 
How does money creation help the government raise revenues? When the government 
prints money, it can use that money to purchase real resources. But at full employment, the 
government cannot increase the amount of real resources in the economy simply by printing 
money. In this case, if the increase in the money supply increases the resources available to 
the government, it must be offset by a decrease in the resources available to other 
individuals in the economy. This occurs through inflation, which makes money less valuable 
in terms of the amount of real resources for which it can be exchanged. The individuals 
whose wealth is reduced are those who held a portion of their wealth in the existing money 
at the time when the government increased the money supply. That is because the existing 
money they hold can now be exchanged for fewer real resources than before the new 
money was printed. For this reason, using money creation as a form of government finance 
has often been characterized by economists as an “inflation tax.”11 
 
Unlike borrowing from the public, money creation would not be expected to 
disproportionately crowd out private investment because expansionary monetary policy is 
likely to have the effect of reducing interest rates in the short run. Instead, the transfer of 
resources is likely to come about through higher inflation, affecting individuals who are 
unable to protect their wealth and income from inflation.12 Although some price inflation 
may be associated with borrowing from the public, money creation is typically a more 
inflationary method of finance. 
 

                                                           
11

 Money creation also has the side effect of transferring wealth among private individuals from those who 

suffer from higher inflation to those who benefit from higher inflation. In many cases, it is particularly savers 

who suffer and debtors who benefit from high inflation because inflation reduces the relative value of both 

savings and debt. Further, some economists argue that inflation is a regressive tax, which inflicts a greater 

burden on poorer households due to their higher use of cash and cash equivalents. 
12

 Part of individuals’ private wealth is held in the form of treasuries, government debt. If individuals do not 

fully anticipate future inflation and cannot protect their holdings of Treasuries from inflation, then 

manipulating the money supply can also reduce the government’s burden of servicing its debt. (For example, 

holding long-term bonds exposes an individual to future inflation risk.) 
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5.2.2 Non-Financial sources (WAR FUND) of Military Expenditure 

Financing 

 Increased production; 

 Reduced personal consumption; 

 Reduced investment in new forms of capital; 

 Consumption existing capital. 

The possibility to increase a production is dependent on an amount of inactive resources. 
The most self-evident form of the inactive resources is unemployment. Another important 
way as to use inactive resources is possible by means of the free time limitation. Also in 
developed countries is certain number of people, both women and men, which usually do 
not work or they work only to some extent. They are used to live from their property and to 
live out their time in sport, games, social functions, traveling and entertainment. The labour 
of these people can be subsequently used both in army, hospitals and in industry.  
 
The reduced personal consumption has a lot of forms. People can much less shop, travel, go 
to theatres, generally they can behave more economically. This way free available resources 
arise can be transfer to other areas of using, in this case to military and war use. 
 
As the other resource of military and defense expenditure can be considered a restriction of 
new capital investment apart from military investment. The developed countries annually 
devote significant amount of financial means to non-military purposes.  
 
Last not least forms of resource is consumption of existing capital.  The most frequent form 
is direct confiscation of capital goods for military use. The part of national capital sources 
exists in consumable goods stock form. These reserves can be used for military use too. 
Except stocks of liquid capital we can use certain sort of fixed capital for these purpose too. 
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6 MILITARY EXPENDITURE AND ITS DEVELOPMENT 

Presenting defense spending trends in Europe as a whole, cover the period from 2001 to 
2009 describes total defense spending and spending per soldier and shows trends in overall 
European defense spending. Assessing European defense spending by function reveals two 
key opposing trends:  
 

 
The root cause for these seemingly opposing trends is likely the significant troop reductions 
within the European armed forces, which have outpaced reductions in total defense 
spending.13 
 
In real terms, between 2001 and 2009 the majority of European states have cut or only 
slightly increased defense spending, leading to a drop in aggregate defense spending from 
251 billion euros to 218 billion euros in 2009 (in constant 2009 euros). Despite a short 
growth phase in 2005 and 2006, the overall compound annual growth rate (CAGR) is 
negative 1,8 percent (see Chart X).  
 
Chart 1 Total European Defense Spending and Defense Spending per Soldier (2001-2009) 

Sources: NATO Defense Expenditures; SIPRI Military Expenditure Database, IISS Military Balance, 
analysis by CSIS Defense Industrial Initiatives Group.  

                                                           
13

 Given that the data are from 2001 to 2009, they do not capture the full impact of the ongoing economic 

recession.  
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Per-soldier spending does not replicate this downward trend in defense spending. Aggregate 
European defense spending was 73 000 euros per soldier in 2001, peaked in 2008 at almost 
97 000 euros, and decreased slightly to around 91 000 euros in 2009, representing a CAGR of 
2,8 percent.14 

 
Figure 5 European Defense spending (in 2009 Euros) 

Sources: NATO Defense Expenditures; SIPRI Military Expenditure Database, IISS Military Balance, 
analysis by CSIS Defense Industrial Initiatives Group.  

 
Figure X provides a country-by-country comparison of total and per-soldier spending. The 
distinction between total and per-soldier defense (Chart X) is an important one. Analysing 
total defense spending provides insight into the overall resources a country or region is 
investing in its defense but not into the quality of the forces that the budget supports. 
Analysing defence spending per soldier may be utilized as a proxy variable for qualitative 
aspects. Incorporating both units of analysis makes for more complete understanding of 
spending trends. 

                                                           
14

 That the drawdown in troop numbers has outpaced overall spending cuts probably largely explains the 

discrepancy between per-soldier spending increases and total defense spending decreases. Total active duty 

military personnel in the 37 countries analysed declined by 34.3 percent from almost 3.5 million military 

personnel in 2001 to around 2,3 million in 2009.  
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The downward trend in total defense spending extends, in varying degrees, to all functional 
defense spending categories (see Chart XX, Chart XXX) but does not unfold in a linear 
manner 
 
 
Chart 2 Total European Defense spending by NATO Defense Spending Categories (2001-
2009) 

 
Source: NATO Defense Expenditure analysis by CSIS Defense-Industrial Initiative Group. 

 
 
Chart 3 Total European CAGRs for Defense Spending Categories (2001-2009, in 2009 euros) 

 
Source: NATO Defense Expenditure analysis by CSIS Defense-Industrial Initiative Group. 
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Chart 4 Per-Soldier European Defense spending by NATO Defense Spending Categories 
(2001-2009) 

 
Source: NATO Defense Expenditure analysis by CSIS Defense-Industrial Initiative Group. 
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7 WHERE CAN WE OBTAIN A DATA ON MILITARY 

EXPENDITURE? 

7.1 Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI)  

7.2 UNDP 

7.3 IMF 

7.4 WB 

7.5 International Institute of Strategic Studies (IISS) Military Balance 

7.6 SIVARD, Ruth. World Military and Social Expenditures 

7.7 US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (US ACDA) 

7.8 CIA 
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8 DETERMINANTS INFLUENCING SIZE AND DEVELOPMENT 

MILITARY EXPENDITURE  

There are different reasons for the change in trend. Military expenditure can be seen as a 
function of driving forces within prevailing economic and political constraints. Determinants 
of military expenditure are of four broad types: 
 

a) security-related;  
b) technological;  
c) economic and industrial; and 
d) more broadly political.  

 
One of the factors behind the change into growth in Europe and North America is the 
assumption of new military tasks in the form of peace support operations while at the same 
time the inertia in existing procurement programmes means that they continue to absorb 
large-scale funding.  
 
In Russia, the main explanation for the change in trend is economic: the earlier economic 
constraints that constituted the primary reason for the reduction in Russian military 
expenditure have eased since the late 1990s.  
 
In East Asia, economic feasibility also seems to be a determinant factor for the trend in 
military spending. In addition, there is a strong security-related element, in particular for the 
trend in military expenditure in China and the Korean peninsula. External security factors 
play a major role also in South Asia and the Middle East, while in Africa the acceleration in 
military expenditure is due primarily to domestic armed conflict and restructuring of armed 
forces.  
 
The attacks of 11 September have already had a strong impact on US military expenditure, 
because of both the costs for the war in Afghanistan and the change in public opinion on 
military spending that they have brought about.  
 
The long-term impact is likely to be even greater as a result of the big boost in budget 
authority for future defence outlays. The attacks will also have an impact on the military 
expenditure trends of several other countries that have incurred costs for the war on 
terrorism and are planning to supplement their military forces with capabilities for anti-
terrorist activities.  
 
The US allies in Europe and elsewhere are being encouraged by the US Government to 
contribute more to defence, while a reactive pattern cannot be excluded in parts of Asia and 
the Middle East. Therefore, if the current approach of relying heavily on military capability to 
combat terrorism continues, it is most likely that there will be a strong rise in military 
expenditure in the coming years. 
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CONCLUSION 

 Insufficient accuracy of reachable data on ME. 

 Data are rather useful for trends analysis. 

 Insufficient attention to collection of data. 

 Broad spectrum of different definitions of ME. 

 The area of ME is highly sensitive to political decision-making process. 

 Time-value of money.  

 Conversion problems of currency. 
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1. Explain meaning of the military expenditure term. Try to identify differences among 
the most frequent definitions of military expenditures. Try to gain as much as 
possible official definitions.    

2. Describe recent trends in world military expenditure. What are the major spender 
countries in you chosen year(-s) (You can use following internet source: 
http://www.sipri.org/research/armaments/milex/resultoutput/trends ).  

3. What are the major factors which can influence size and structure of country 
military expenditure?   

4. What are opportunities costs, explain and give examples in case of military 
expenditure? (Internet source: www.costofwar.com; 
http://costofwar.com/en/tradeoffs/  ) 

5. Describe military expenditure development in chosen country(-ies) and demarcate 
main factors which drive it (i.e. USA, China, developing coutries /Africa/, Russia, 
and so on). (Internet source: 
http://www.sipri.org/research/armaments/milex/publications/unpubl_milex; 
http://www.sipri.org/research/armaments/milex/publications/other_sipri_publ;  ) 
This question can be chosen more than once.  

6. Explain the term “hidden” military expenditure. Which problems are connected to 
its description? What other additional problems are linked with them?    
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